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From your Editors – Denise and Neville Odell 

Well here we are well into 2017 with our March 
Quarter Newsletter. 

Hope you all enjoyed our Christmas newsletter. We 
both hope that 2017 is treating you well and that you 
are enjoying your bowls, croquet or darts. 

Please remember we are always looking for bits and 
pieces for our newsletter. Please let us know and we 

promise not to include any “fake news” or rumours 
in this newsletter.

Not many members recognised the photograph on 
the cover of our Christmas newsletter. Well it was 
our  President ABBA disguised as Father Christmas. 
Next time we will get him to smile!

Some more Did you hear/knows?
Did you know that at the end of December 2016 our Club had 
656 members, comprising 316 lawn bowlers (211 men and 
105 women); 34 croquet players (5 men and 29 women); 
and 306 social members (227 men and 79 women)? This is 
tremendous progress and sets us up to achieve our target 
of 750 members. This great result is due to the letter box 
drop, word of mouth and the new Recreational Membership 
has proved quite popular. We need all members to promote 
the Club to their family, friends and business acquaintances. 
Please pass on membership forms and our introduction booklet.

Did you know that as far as popular names go, Brian is not the most common rating 
third in our Club. The most common is John (27), followed by Peter (18), Brian (13) 
and Alan (12). Barbara is the most common ladies name with seven members.

Did you hear that we had a visit from Tony Sherwill, the Chief Operations Officer and 
Clive Adams (the Regional Bowls Manager) with Bowls Australia? Tony was very 
impressed with how Sorrento is run and its achievements. He made particular men-
tion of our management structure, the quality and relevance of our “Fixture Booklet”, 
our newsletters, our “Introductory Booklet for New Members” and our “Wake” and 
“Sponsorship Opportunities” leaflets. 

recipe for Life

one pinch of patience
Two dashes of kindness
Two spoonfuls of 
laughter
one heap of love

•
•
•

•

We now 
have 656 

members  and 
aiming for 

750
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Out and About – Members in Action

“Two up, “one up – one 
Down” and another “one up”

our social bowlers enjoying the sunshine

A tough day at the office for Bob and Stan 
as they watch their wives in action with a 

cold beer to hand

Note the right foot! This 
helps make the bowl bend

our President and Men’s 
Captain doing some 
strategic planning
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Do you know why lawn bowls is not an Olympic sport? The sport has been included 
in the Paralympics since 1975, but moves to have it inserted into the full Olympics 
programme have been thwarted. Apparently lawn bowling simply does not have the 
media traction, the corporate support, nor the lure of lucrative professional careers for 
youngsters. One reason given is that bowls is only played in 48 countries. India has 
been playing bowls for many years and China, Indonesia, USA and Brazil are also 
world bowls members. The total population of these five countries is almost 50% of 
the world. Then there is the population of the other 43 countries to consider and to add 
to this three plus billion of these five member countries. Tiger Hogan says it is because 
there is too much luck in the game of bowls. He should know being the luckiest bowler 
in our Club!!!

Did you know that Doug Pittaway loves his chillies? He was telling me that he grows 
the world’s hottest chilli – the Carolina Reaper as well as the second hottest – the 
Trinidad Moruga Scorpion.

Do you know about the FurBaby Boutique Dog Cafe at 
29/386 Wanneroo Rd., Westminster? This is a cafe created 
for all pet lovers and is a place where your furbaby is wel-
comed. Two and four legged guests are invited to explore 
the unique pet store with designer items for sale, enjoy the 
delicious café, indulge in the tasty dog treat bakery and let 
your pooch get pampered in the state of art grooming 
salon. 

They are offering a 5% discount to club members. Just 
mention you are from Sorrento. Thank to FurBaby for al-
lowing us to use their artwork on page 15.

Did you hear that on 5th January 2017 at exactly 4.10pm, on D-Green, Brian Saul 
announced to the assembled players, after finishing his game in the centre of the pack, 
that he “will never be the last off the green ever again”. Brian Lucas thought this 
statement was worth recording for future generations!

Did you know that Sorrento did well in the Yokine 
Bowling Club Festive Fours? A composite team 
consisting of Bruce Eagles, Chris Lander, Ross 
Cunningham and Brad Ball (from Cambridge) won 
the first prize of $1600. Well done! 

Did you know that the Doubleview Bowling Club 
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Around the Club

Tiger Hogan and his 
“daughter”  Sue popping 

in for a drink

Thanks to Denis 
Croker for re-planting 
the flower beds at the 
entrance to our Club

Mike Martin’s fancy 
foot action

emma and Shane rixon 
and their new baby Myah

Not the Joker 
this time! John 
Maine wins $20

our Social members enjoying a 
Christmas drink and mince pie

Tony friedlieb 
– always prepared 

to umpire

our beautiful St. Joseph’s 
at entrance to our Club

our two beautiful 
creepers donated 

by ray Green
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flies flags from different countries? Each flag represents the range of nationalities of 
their membership. They have flags from Zimbabwe, New Zealand, England, Scotland, 
Croatia, Italy, Ireland, Greece and of course Australia.

Did you know that it was Denis Croker who sorted out the two flower beds on either 
side of our front door? Well done Denis. These look tremendous.

Did you know that the frequency of sexual activity of senior males depends on where 
they were born? Statistics just released from Statistics Canada and the United Nations 
B.O.H. Team, revealed that North American, Australian, New Zealand and British 
men between 55 and 80 years of age, will, on average, have sex two to three times per 
week, (and a small number a lot more), whereas Japanese men, in exactly the same age 
group, will have sex only once or twice per year if they are lucky. This has come as 
very upsetting news to a lot of us at Sorrento, as none of us had any idea that we were 
Japanese. Thanks to Jem Shorland for this useful information.

Did you hear about how well our ladies did in the State  Pairs 
Championship? Congratulations go to Pauline Bourne and 
Nerrida Porteous who met and were fortunate enough to beat 
fellow Sorrento players Barbara Lorencs and Pauline Marsden 
in the quarter finals at the Manning Bowls Club. They were 
drawn to play Manning State players and young guns Kristina 
Krstic and Laura Merz in the semi-finals. Our Sorrento ladies 
played really well but could not match the finishing skills of the 
Manning pair on the day. The Manning pair went on to lose to 
Therese Hastings and Helen Morse in the final.

Did you hear that Chris Lander, Brian Clausen and Bruce 
Eagles played excellent bowls to reach the semi final of 
the State Over 60s Men’s Triples Championship.? They 
lost the semi to the team that went on to win the final. 
Congratulations and well done.

Did you know that Ray Green donated the two beautiful 
Mandevilla Aloha Regal Ruby creepers that are growing 
over the trellis at the entrance to our Club? Thank you 
Ray! These will be great! See photo on page 8.

Did you hear that when Pat Dichiera presented the financial statements for the Club, 
at the December 2016 Governing Council meeting he reported that the bar operations 
had improved substantially over the past year and that the Club was looking healthy 
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from a financial perspective? It was 
noted that this substantial improve-
ment in bar operations was largely due 
to the initiative of the Duty Manager, 
Ian Lucas, and his commitment to the 
success of the Club.

Did you hear about Tiger Hogan’s 
cheap chicken special offer? He kindly 
agreed to drive his wife Sue to the local 
chicken shop which were offering nine 
pieces of chicken for $9 – an offer dif-
ficult to resist! Unfortunately Tiger’s 
attempt to win some brownie points 
turned into a thumbs down when a 
few days late he received two traffic 
fines of $100 each for travelling at 57 
kph in a 50 zone. His lead foot has had 
resulted in a fine each way resulting in 
some very expensive chicken at $209 
for nine pieces!! 

Did you hear that a man in Australia 
has attempted to set a world record by 
playing bowls continuously for three 
days (73 hours) to raise money for his 
for his adored Cloncurry Bowls Club 
in Queensland,? Shayne Barwick the 
46-year-old club manager was allowed 
a ten minute break every four hours. 
He was brought water and food on the 
green, while an ambulance crew was 
on stand by. Starting at 9:00am  on a 

A New Year Prayer

Thank you Lord for giving me
 The brand new year ahead
 Help me live the way I should
 As each new day I tread.

Give me gentle wisdom
 That I might help a friend
 Give me strength and courage
 So a shoulder I might lend.

The year ahead is empty
 Help me fill it with good things
 Each new day filled with joy
 And the happiness it brings.

Please give the leaders of our world
 A courage born of peace
 That they might lead us gently
 And all the fighting cease.

Please give to all upon this earth
 A heart that’s filled with love
 A gentle happy way to live
 With Your blessings from above.

The New Year lies before you,
 like a spotless track of snow...
 be careful how you tread on it,
 for every mark will show.

– Charlotte Anselmo
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Please Support All Our Sponsors

At Modern Plastics and Pergolas in 
Carine - Perth, we have a passion for 
building great outdoor areas.  All our 
designs are tailored to suit the home 
and enhance your outdoor living 
experience.  We insist on a quality 
finish and our attention to detail is 
second to none in Carine.

With over 20 years experience in 
design and construction of patios, 
pergolas, carports and decks, we 
offer ourselves as your expert project 
partner.

Call rory on 0419 923 713 for a free no obligation quote on custom carports, 
decking and pergolas
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Friday, he rolled his final bowl at 10:00am on Monday, cheered on by what the local 
newspaper called “seemingly half the town”. He has raised $20 000 for his club. He 
plans to use this for a disabled access ramp. 

editor’s Note: Some of our members complain when they have to play two games on 
the same day!

Did you know that a few years ago Frank Tyson won a Bronze medal in the famous 
Durban to Pietermaritzburg Comrades Marathon? He finished the 87 km in under 11 
hours. It is a tough race due to the hills with the top international runners finishing in 
about five and a half hours. This annual ultra marathon now attracts 20 000 entries 
from 60 countries. The spirit of the Comrades Marathon is said to be embodied by 
attributes of camaraderie, selflessness, dedication, perseverance, and ubuntu. 

editor’s note: Ubuntu is an ancient African word meaning ‘humanity to others’. It 
also means ‘I am what I am because of who we all are’.)

Did you know that Eddie Tassone was in the team that won the Men’s Fours 
Championship in 1984/85? He was also a member of the team that won the Men’s 
Triples in 1991/92.

Did you hear that Ray and Leslie Routledge’s house was burnt down in December and 
then looters broke into the undamaged garage to steal items that survived the blaze. 
Ray says that everyone has been very kind and members and neighbours have offered 
him all sorts of help. He has asked us to say thank you on his behalf.

Did you know that a recent survey indicates that the Smart phone is now the number one 
hand-held device. The penis has slipped to second spot. Can you believe it? Statistics 
reveal that 70% of Australians now have a telephone in their bedrooms! It reminds me 
of the old story: “Do you speak to your wife during sex? Yes if there is a telephone next 
to the bed”.

Finally we would like to wish Brent Marshall all the best in his new career in Adelaide. 
We are not impressed with the Air Force for transferring him but we wish him well 
and “good” bowling at the Modbury Bowls Club.

 Contact details
If you need to contact us our details are as follows: (08)9309 3108 or e-mail us at:

nevodell@bigpond.net.au
–Neville and Denise Odell
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Getting to Know Our Members

“Whitey” Grahame Whitehorn is one  of our senior members. A top 
bowler and excellent coach although now semi-retired.

“43 Beans”
Kevin Coffey. is known  as “43 Beans”. Barry Stewart 
tells me this is based on Nescafe’s classic “43 beans in 
every cup” Australian advertising campaign. 

“Shrek”
Check out Brian Self’s number plate. Peter Davies tells 
me that he and Brian went to the same school in England 
about the same time. Impossible to get past without buy-
ing a raffle ticket.

“Spider”
Also known as Philip Webb famous for home made beer, 
jerky and house painting. He gets asked why he is called 
Spider.

“The Love 
Bug”

Herbie Eisenmann was given this nickname by Joe Stow 
based on the Hollywood movie. Enjoys the odd Kilkenny.

“Madam 
Secretary”

Our efficient Office Manager, Pauline Marsden who is 
now known as “Madam Secretary”. Always helpful.

“Noddell & 
Doddell”

Trevor Orton’s son gave Neville and Denise these names. 
Neville is also sometimes called Nifty or Noddy

“Cookie” Jan Cook, our Entertainment Manager is known as 
Cookie to her friends.

“Jan Pan” Used by members who can’t pronounce or spell Jan 
Paniperis’ surname.

“Mad Dog”
Based on his vicious drive, Jim Spencer became “Mad 
Dog”. When you see him lining up for a drive get off the 
green a.s.a.p..

“Dreads” This can only be Alan Walton with his “beautiful” locks.

“Angry”
The name does not reflect Alan Anderson’s personality 
rather Gary (Angry) Anderson from rock group Rose 
Tattoo.

“The 
Professor”

A nickname given to George Sjepcevich so we don’t have 
to remember how to spell his surname.

“Jaffa”
Based on his bright orange bowls John Sturk acquired this 
nickname. Jaffa is the member who is inclined to jump on 
his hat.

“Tiger” The Muntadgin Hotel was no place to play up when Brian 
Hogan was the publican. Everyone in WA knows Tiger!
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“Bluey” Was known as Bluey due to his red hair. Now known as 
“Saulie”. Often the first to finish a game!

“Abba” Some think its short for Abercrombie but that has only 
one “b”. Perhaps it’s his love of music.

“Ferret”
It’s a nickname shared by Brian Collins and Juris Lorencs. 
One relates to the scuffles that its owner had in the old 
days – guess who!

“Pants” We are not sure how this nickname became worn by John 
Godfrey.

“Bunny” Bunny is Warren Elliott, or indeed anyone else called 
Warren.

“Squizzy” “Squizzy is Alan Taylor (Squizzy Taylor was an 
Australian Gangster)

“Coleslaw” Coleslaw” is used by those who cannot spell Collishaw.

“Bomber” Frank tells me he and his children are always called  
“Bomber”.

“Beagles” Beagles is self-explanatory, and often reads like that on 
event entry sheets.

“Mighty 
Mick”

Mick Martin has become one of Shero’s Osborne Park’s 
website’s favourite characters.

“Robbo”
Thanks to Peter Robson who invented the now inter-
nationally recognised blocker designed to upset the 
opposition. 

“Rocket” Ron Rogers also known as Trigger after Roy Roger’s 
horse.

“Banger” Colin Bangs – one of our hard working volunteers.

“Again” Tony Bourne is “AGAIN”, because it’s always Pauline 
Bourne, and Bourne again.

“Tosser” Our favourite! Reserved for use by members who can’t 
spell Tozer.

– Thanks to Trevor Orton, Brian Self and Brian Lucas who helped compile this list.
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Christmas Dinner December 2016 

elvis 
and 

rocking 
ronnie
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Members enjoying Christmas Dinner



��
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President’s Report

I present my report on behalf of the members of the Governing Council. The past six 
months have been a very rewarding six months. The Governing Council has now 

been in place for 18 months and on the financial figures, the number of members play-
ing Pennants, State championship nominations, the sell-out of Social functions, Ladies 
fashion parades, an evening with Sponsors, volunteers and new members and all other 
activities organised by all the committees the GC concept seems to be working.

When the old Executive structure changed to the Governing Council concept, there 
were a few members who were a bit sceptical about the change.  Why wouldn’t there 
be, changing the Executive management structure of the Club after nearly 40 years 
was a huge change, On the results so far, I think it was a change for the better.

Looking back, who would have thought that in 2017 the SBC would have a website, 
be on Facebook, adopt the latest financial systems and  be able to send e-mails to all 
members by the push of a button?  Who knows what will happen in the next twenty 
years? Some of our achievements:

Medium Club of the Year award 2016
Sell out functions. Big thanks to Social committee for their support.
Increased Club membership, Thanks you to Geoff Murray for his commitment in 
updating the members lists.
Well supported Community Bowls 2016/17 thanks to Ray Stapledon, Dion Smith 
Alan Bishop, Keith Cooper and Colin Bangs.
Lighting Pairs/ Roll and Chat – thank you to Chris Lander.
Coaching; thank you Brian Clausen, Ray Stapledon, Graeme Heard and Coral 
Smith.
Restoration of our Croquet Courts.
Feasibility study by Russ Lockwood, Tony Bourne and Kevin Cook to progress an 
indoor Bowls Facility, funded by a grant from the City of Joondalup. 
Increased Sponsor numbers and retention thanks to Brian Self., Neville Odell, Jan 
Paniperis and Brian Lucas.
More private functions for birthdays, Christmas, bowling evenings and wakes.  
Thank you to Tony Friedlieb. 
Risk management assessment of the Club and grounds Thank you Darren 
Anstree.
All volunteers! Without them the Club would not survive.  Our Volunteer Co-
ordinator, Ken Giles I thank you.
Our Darts club won a Premiership. 
The Croquet Club hosted a national Carnival.

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
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Winner – W.A. Auto 
Body Repairer of the 

Year, 2011 & 2014
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We also have more Pennant teams than any other Metropolitan Bowling Club.

The GC is very proud of the results and on their behalf I thank you, the members, for 
your support and commitment. This year going forward should be bigger and better.

The GC’s main objective will be looking and considering the results of the feasibility 
study of the indoor Bowls facility. Also we will be pushing hard with Club extensions 
and more kitchen renovations.

Our mission statement is to be “the Best bowling Club in Western Australia”. If we 
are not there yet we are certainly not that far away
 
I would personally like to thank Pauline Marsden for her professionalism and patience 
in and about the Club. Pauline is the hub of the GC.  Also I would like to thank Wayne 
Grey, Ian Marshall, Pat Dichiera’ and Brian Lucas for their commitment and support.

–Abba

Treasurer’s Report 
(For the six months ending 31 October 2016) 

Net Income before depreciation was $91 911 (previous year $51 422). During the 
period $66 602 of fixed assets were acquired. A grant of $12 000 was received to 

assist with acquisitions.

As at 31 October 2016 total cash on hand and in bank amounted to $160 182 (last 
year $130 081), total creditors and other payables amounted to $57 625 (last year $34 
204), leaving a net cash position of $102 557 (last year $95 877). This positive result 
compared to the previous year is directly attributed to increased margins achieved 
from Bar Trading.

Bar turnover for the period was $35 865 more than the previous year. Net income 
from bar trading increased  by $24 032. This was a direct result of increased margin 
during the period back to the targeted margins. This has a direct impact on the net 
income. The effort of the Bar Committee and Bar Manager in achieving this result is 
appreciated.

As at 31 December 2016 the strong cash flow has been maintained and total cash on 
hand and in bank amounted to $135 320.

– Pat Dichiera

•
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 Men’s Bowls Captain’s Report

The half yearly meeting has been held and it was bit disappointing that a lot of 
members did not attend but to the people that did a big thank you. Your Club 

needs your support. A lot of people give a great deal of their time to make the Sorrento 
Bowling Club work but we need more members to contribute. If you can’t then I think 
some of the comments that are made by some members are not warranted. Give the 
one’s who do give a lot their time a fair go. I also agree with our President that rumours 
do hurt. Check any rumour out before you start spreading it as it may come back to 
bite you.

The Club jacket is back on the agenda. There will be four people to help design and 
choose the right colour. These people are Sharon Eggers, Jan Cook, Ian Marshall and 
myself and we must all agree on the style colour and design. We are also looking at 
track suit pants and rain jackets. I would  like to thank Kerry Bomford and the other 
ladies from Croquet for approaching me regarding changing their current Pennant 
shirts to make them the same as our Ladies bowlers’ Pennant shirt. This will mean 
that the Men’s, Ladies and now Croquet will have the same shirt. Well done Kerry and 
the Croquet players.

– John Godfrey

Women’s Captain’s Report

On Friday 6 January 6 2017, Sorrento held our annual Gala Day. We had 36 teams 
entered from clubs all over the metro area and several country clubs as well from 

as far afield as Kalgoorlie.

We ran the usual stalls and raffles with a bit of pre-selling of our monster wine raffle 
taking place on the two days before. The wine raffle alone raised over $1100 this year 
– not quite a record but close. Many of our women members gave up a lot of time to 
make this huge event run smoothly and successfully. However, as in the past, this 
event would not get off the ground without the help and support of many people.
First of all, special thanks go to our sponsors and supporters without whom the day 
would have been much less successful. 

Kishore Dudhia from Wendy’s Garden City  who donated the beautiful ice cream 
we had for dessert at lunchtime
Vanessa at Aero Bowlsworld who donated a bowls bag and shoes for our Multi 
Raffle
Various club members who donated all kinds of items for various stalls. Thank 
you so much to you all. Your generosity made this day so successful.

•

•

•
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Secondly, thanks go to the Ladies Management Committee for all their help and sup-
port with getting the day up and running – a special thanks to the Match Committee 
for the bowling side of the day and the kitchen organisers and helpers for the delicious 
food all day.

Lastly a huge vote of thanks goes to all the women and men who helped with the many 
other tasks that needed to be done to ensure the day ran smoothly, such as setting up 
the hall, the set-up and manning of the stalls, the umpiring of the games, the washing 
of dishes for over 150 people, just to name a few.

The overall profit, which goes into the general coffers of our Club, was a little over 
$4000, a great effort by all involved.

–  Sharon Eggers

Men’s Match Committee Report
Men’s fours
The Men’s Fours Championship for 2016-2017 attracted a small field of only 12 teams, 
and commenced on Sunday 4 December with sectional play. The three section winners, 
plus the next-highest-scoring team comprised the semi-finalists. The highest-scoring 
sectional winner was the team of Shane Rixom, Brian Kiely, Ric Munt and Bruce 
Eagles, who were the only team to win all three of their matches. They were scheduled 
to play the team of Ian Marshall, Jim Welch, Brent Marshall and Brian Saul. 

The other semi-final was between Patrick Murray, Alan Walton, Tim Murray and 
Chris Lander, and Brian (Tiger) Hogan, Ken Giles, John Sanders and Tom Nasuti. The 
Eagles/Saul semi-final was won by the Eagles team by only two shots, while the Nasuti 
teams prevailed over the more highly fancied Lander combination in the other.

The final was played one week later under grey and threatening skies, but the weather 
held off and a gripping final ensued. Brian Clausen substituted for new father Shane 
Rixom in the final. Tom Nasuti’s team held six on the first end, only for Bruce Eagles 
to play a brilliant shot to reduce the deficit to two. Nasuti’s team kept the pressure on 
and by the 7th end led 7-1. On the 8th end, the Eagles combination roared back into 
contention with a five to trail by only one shot. Alternating shots then took place over 
the next few ends but three consecutive end wins to the Eagles side saw them lead 12-8 
after 13 ends. At least one down on the 14th end, Tom played a “metre-on” bowl into 
the head and trailed the jack for a four to tie the scores 12-12. On the 15th end, Bruce 
played probably the bowl of the match to trail the jack away from the three Tom was 
holding to score a two. Tom’s team was not to be denied and scores one and two over 
the next two ends saw them lead by one with only one of the 18 ends remaining. 
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The final end was one for the small group of spectators to savour. Brian Clausen played 
two brilliant lead bowls to within 15cm of the jack, leaving them two-up despite both 
of Tiger’s bowls being no more than 30cm away. Ken Giles then tried to play through 
the very tight head, and succeeded in positioning a back bowl in place. Brian Kiely 
played two position bowls about 1 metre behind the jack. 

Ric Munt’s first bowl was short, and John Sander’s first attempt to run through the head 
missed narrowly. Ric’s final bowl hit his first short one and deflected away harmlessly. 
But it was John’s final bowl that nudged one of Tiger’s bowls just hard enough to move 
the jack about an inch, but enough to give his team the shot. Tom Nasuti then played 
two defensive bowls, while Bruce’s two attempts to drive at the shot bowl missed by 
less than a bowl-width to leave Tom’s team the victor’s by two shots. 

A brilliant final, played in good spirit by all. 
Congratulations to Tiger, Ken, John and Tom 
for their win, another win for the underdogs.

Editor’s Note: It was interesting to note that 
the combined age of Tom’s winning team was 
316 years whereas the runners-up could only 
mange 268 years. Tiger Hogan says he was 
the “baby” in his team as he was the young-
est at 74!

Men’s Pairs Championship.
32 teams entered this year’s event which was in a 2,2,2,2 format, sectional, and with 
no Plate competition. The first round consisted of eight sections of  four teams, giving 
each team three games on the first day..

The eight sectional winners continued on in knockout format with the 4 teams making 
the semi-finals being Richard Bone/Mike Carrigy playing Tim Murray/Alan Walton 
and Mick Martin/Craig Grisbrook playing Brian Self /Peter Snow.

The semi-finals were hard fought with Mick and Craig coming out on top against 
Brian and Peter, and Tim and Alan winning a close contest against Richard and Mike, 
the result of which was in doubt until the last end. 

The final was played on a Friday evening starting at 5:30 under fine but windy condi-
tions on a moderately paced green. Tim and Alan handled the windy conditions better 
with some excellent bowling and shot out to a 13 to one lead after nine ends. 
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Men’s 
Pairs 

2016/17

Craig Grisbrook and Mike
Martin - overall winners Men’s Pairs

Alan “Dreads” Walton and 
Tim Murray- runners up
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As often happens in bowls, the half way point saw a dramatic turn around. Conditions 
had changed with the artificial lighting on, the wind dropping away and the green 
slowing to around 12 seconds. Mick and Craig found their line and length and within 
four ends, with some outstanding bowling, reduced the margin to two shots at 13 – 11, 
and it was game on. Tim and Alan maintained their narrow margin over the next four 
ends, holding a two shot lead going into the final end.

The final end had plenty of drama with Mick holding two and a measure for the game 
and Tim driving with his last bowl. The drive made contact and the jack shot back 
to the ditch hitting the bank a couple of feet inside play which, if it had stayed there, 
would have given Tim and Alan the end by one shot and the game. However the jack 
bounced along the bank and finished a foot or so out of bounds resulting in the end 
having to be replayed. 

The replayed final end also produced its drama with Tim driving his final two bowls 
in an attempt to break up three opposition shots sitting near the jack, put there by 
some brilliant bowling from Craig. Both drives missed giving Mick and Craig the 
game by one shot. A top quality game and congratulations to Mick Martin and Craig 
Grisbrook.

Australia versus “The of the World”
Very hot (42C) temperatures deterred a few, but 54 bowlers turned up for this annual 
event on 26 January.. For the first time, women were also invited to play, and about ten 
turned up. Two players – the last ones to join in – had to defect from the Aussies and 
play for the “others” to even the numbers of players up. Several players also dressed 
in national dress, which of course for the Aussies meant board shorts and thongs, and 
for the internationals from Britain (which used to include Scotland, as I recall), South 
Africa, New Zealand, Italy, Holland and other places, many different costumes. 

Eight teams were formed and 18 ends played, with a welcome and compulsory hydra-
tion break in the middle of the match. Four matches were won by each team, so it came 
down to shot difference to decide the winners. The Rest of the World team prevailed 
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by 9 shots, 147 to 138, largely due to a couple of big wins. 

The best of the ROW team was Alan Anderson, Robyn Rowe, Pauline Marsden and 
Steve Mortimer. Alan Davis, Mike McGeehan and Steve Benn were the next best for 
the ROW. Trying hard, but ultimately failing to bridge the shots-up gap was the team 
of Jim Portwood, Dennis Croker and Trevor Orton. 

iGA Twilight Pairs
This event continues to be a success with the change from Tuesday to Wednesday 
being welcomed by most participants. The monthly prize for the best individual per-
formances have been:

November  Brian Saul and Ron Rogers
December  Denis Croker and Rob Tozer
January   Denis Croker

– Trevor Orton/ Jim ironside

Women’s Match Committee Report
Women’s Pairs
It was not a good day for the start of our Club Championship Pairs, as the heavens 
opened and down came the rain with a vengeance. After waiting an hour, we had to 
postpone the first round to the following week.

•
•
•

“Most” of the “rest of the World team” – some missing!
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Wednesday 23 November arrived and all 18 teams took to the greens in rather hot 
conditions. Some good bowls were played and there were a few surprise results.

In section one Robyn van Mosseveld and Denise Odell had three tough matches to win 
their section and proceed to the semi-finals. They managed to beat Nerrida Porteous 
and Coral Smith, Wendy Saul and Trish Cunningham and Lorraine Hyde and Anne 
Lilley.

In the second section Lee Leach and Sharon Eggers won through to the semi finals by 
beating some strong opposition. In the third section Jenni Lockwood and Shelley Jeffs 
won through to the semi-finals by beating Jan Cook and Liz Marshall, Fran Bracknell 
and Carmel Hyde and Barbara Lorencs and Izzy Davies.

An alignment round had to be played in the fourth section to get to the last four 
teams. This was between Kath Harris and Vi Willers against Charmain Harris and 
Kaye Martin and was played on the Friday.  Charmain and Kaye prevailed and they 
proceeded to the semi-finals.

The semi-finals and finals were played on the following Sunday. Both matches had 
nail biting finishes. Lee Leach and Sharon Eggers lost on an extra end in their game 
against Robyn van Mosseveld and Denise Odell and Charmain Harris and Kaye Martin 
lost by two shots in their game against Shelley Jeffs and Jenni Lockwood.  I am proud 
to say that my partner (Kaye) played extremely well, being a novice in her first year.

The finals between Robyn van Mosseveld and Denise Odell and Shelley Jeffs and 
Jenny Lockwood was a joy to watch but it was disappointing that there were very few 
people watching the finals. Congratulations go to the winning team of Robyn and 
Denise on their victory and also to Shelley and Jenni for being worthy runners-up. It 
is the third time that Robyn and Denise have won this event.  Well done!

Women’s fours
The ladies took to the green on a hot Wednesday morning for the start of the Fours
Championship. As always, the greens were in superb condition – a big thank you Alan 
McFayden for all the time that you and Ron Kuziela have put into preparing the greens 
for the ladies’ bowling competitions.

The quarter finals and final was held the following Wednesday and conditions were 
much the same as before. Moira Dean’s team (Vonnie King, Charmain Harris and 
Carmel Hyde) and Barbara Lorencs’ team (Jackie Maxwell, Robyn Cooper and Beryl 
Tutt) both lost their games – so the finals were between Kathy Gobbart, Jan Cook, 
Sharon Eggers and Liz Marshall and their opponents were Pauline Bourne and Lee 
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Leach, Coral Smith and Trish Cunningham. The trophy went to Kathy, Jan, Sharon 
and Liz. Well done!

– Charmain Harris and Lee Leach

Good Sports Level 3 Accreditation,

On 20 December 2016 the Sorrento Bowling Club 
received Good Sports Level 3 Accreditation, 

to become one of the few bowling clubs to achieve 
this accolade. Good Sports is a national body that 
works with over 7000 local sporting clubs across 
Australia to build a healthier sporting nation and 
provide safe and inclusive environments.

Sport and health are side by side. Good Sports supports clubs to help look after the 
physical, mental and social wellbeing of their members. Creating a healthy club culture 
is a team effort and when we work together we achieve an environment everyone can 
enjoy. This means stronger clubs that can attract more members, passionate support-
ers, greater contributions from sponsors and healthy club revenues. 

By completing level 3, Sorrento has reached the top of the Good Sports program and 
we will continue to maintain our level 3 status, opening up opportunities for more 
participants, spectators and sponsors, along with a vastly improved environment for 
children and families.

– Brian Lucas

New Meanings for Common Words

Each year The Washington Post holds a neologism contest, where contestants are 
asked to make up new meanings for common words. 

Winners runners-up
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The results are in and they’re hilarious. 

Flabbergasted (adj.)  Appalled over how much weight you have gained.
Abdicate (v.)   To give up all hope of ever having a flat stomach.
Esplanade (v.)   To attempt an explanation while drunk.
Willy-nilly (adj.)   Impotent.
Negligent (adj.)   Describes a condition in which you absent-mindedly   
     answer the door in your nightgown.
Lymph (v.)    To walk with a lisp.
Flatulence (n.)   Emergency vehicle that picks you up after you are run  
     over by a steamroller.
Balderdash (n.)  A rapidly receding hairline.
Rectitude (n.)    The formal, dignified bearing adopted by proctologists.
Pokemon (n),    A Rastafarian proctologist.
Circumvent (n.)   An opening in the front of boxer shorts worn by Jewish  
     men.
Frisbeetarianism (n.) The belief that when you die, your soul flies up onto   
     the roof and gets stuck there.

Sponsorship Committee Report
 
A New Sponsor
We are pleased to announce 
that Battery World Balcatta has 
joined us as a Silver Sponsor. If 
you are thinking about buying 
a battery for your hearing aid, 
toy batteries for the grand kids 
or a battery replacement your 
four wheel drive, Battery World 
Balcatta has what you need.

Battery World Balcatta prides 
itself on their expert knowledge, extensive product range and problem solving skills, 
but all three hinge on providing you, their customer, with the best possible service 
they can. Business proprietor Paul Blundell-Williams believes Battery World Balcatta 
are only as good as the service they provide, so they will gladly go the extra mile to 
ensure they deliver on taking the hassle and confusion out of your battery problems 
and provide you with a first-rate and reliable battery experience.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
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Experts at Battery World Balcatta provide:
Battery testing
Standard and complex battery fitment
24 hour roadside assistance
Marine and boat battery assistance
Battery recycling
Camping and caravanning battery set ups
Dual battery set ups
Specialised battery builds and re-packs
Corporate clients and business to business solutions.

On top of all of this, we can provide expert advice on battery performance, mainte-
nance, charging and accessories.

Located at Unit 2/120 Erindale Rd. Balcatta, Battery World Balcatta is open 7 days a 
week for your convenience. Call in and see Paul or one of his expert staff – and don’t 
forget to mention you are a member of the Sorrento Bowling Club.

Another New Sponsor
Connect Hearing Duncraig has joined us as a Bronze Sponsor. They are part of a 
national network of health care hearing clinics across Australia. Providing the very 
best treatment and care for people dealing with hearing problems, Connect Hearing 
Duncraig offer the very best audiologists and hearing specialists.
Connect Hearing Duncraig is focused on improving your lifestyle by improving your 
hearing. Whether this might mean focusing on preventing hearing loss or restoring 
your hearing ability, their focus is on you.  As many of us know, suffering with hearing 
loss can be difficult. 

It is frustrating to have to continually ask people to repeat what they are saying, or 
struggling through a phone call that just won’t go loud enough. Connect Hearing are 
the ones listening, finding the best solution to address your needs.

Connect Hearing Duncraig offers a lot of different solutions with cutting-edge tech-
niques and hearing technology, including:

Hearing testing and assessments
Industrial noise assessments
Hearing Aids
Listening Devices
Ear Protection, such as ear plugs, noise plugs, and more
Fitting hearing aids
Repairing hearing aids

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Connect Hearing Duncraig is located close by Hungry Jacks on Warwick Rd. Duncraig. 
Contact Tracy Allan, Client Care Representative on 9474 6644 to make your appoint-
ment. Don’t forget to mention that you are a member of the Sorrento Bowling Club.

Got a tree that’s being a little tricky? Whack it with a Dickie!
Dickies Tree Service, previously an in-kind 
sponsor, now joins us as a Silver Sponsor. 
Family owned and operated, Dickies have 
been chopping, lopping and bopping around 
Perth for over 30 years. For tree pruning and 
lopping, tree thinning, trimming, shaping 
and balancing, tree removal, stump grind-
ing (including mulching, wood chipping 
and deadwood removal) and stump grind-
ing, give them a call on 92406304, mention 
that you’re a member and  “Whack it with 
a Dickie!” 

Christmas Sponsors’ raffle
Thanks to the following who provided prizes for our Christmas raffle:

Miss Maud who provided a dinner for two valued at $120. New member Nathan 
Ashkenazy and his wife Jane, who is the Executive Manager of Miss Mauds 
Pastry Houses organised this donation. Please make sure you support Miss Maud 
at Warwick Centro. Their “Flying Dutchmen” biscuits are highly recommended. 
Thanks to Denise Odell who provided a basket of Miss Maud’s biscuits to accom-
pany this splendid prize.
Vanessa Northcote from Aero Bowls who provided a pair of bowling shoes. Please 
tell Vanessa the you are from Sorrento when you visit her shop in Erindale road.
Kel from Kels Menswear who provided two clothing vouchers. Kel’s  annual sale 
is on now and there is a 25% discount off all summer stock. The sales continues to 
mid March. Please tell them you are from Sorrento. 
Les Roberts from Duncraig Physio who once again donated a treatment voucher. 
There are now a number of our members who go to see Les for their aches and 
pains.

Prizes included hams from Barbaro Butchers and meat packs from IGA Duncraig.
Thanks to Jan Cook who made up three beautiful hampers and to the Sorrento Darts 
Club who sponsored two of these hampers. An amount of $1500 was raised for Club 
funds.

•

•

•

•
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 Some of our Sponsors
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iGA Duncraig fresh
The IGA Duncraig Fresh Twilight Bowls continues to be well supported. A full report 
is included in the Men’s Match Committee report. Members to note that IGA is now 
open from 7 am to 8 pm.

Sponsor’s raffle
The November/ December Sponsor’s raffle was won by Shirley Palmer who supported 
Barbaro Butchers.

Please support our Sponsors – they support us
– Brian Lucas, Jan Paniperis and Neville Odell

Grandma & Grandpa

Grandma and Grandpa were visiting their 
kids overnight. When Grandpa found a 

bottle of Viagra in his son’s medicine cabinet, 
he asked about using one of the pills. The son 
said, “I don’t think you should take one Dad; 
they’re very strong and very expensive.”

“How much?” Asked Grandpa. “$40 a pill,” 
Answered the son.

“I don’t care,” said Grandpa, “I’d still like to try one, and before we leave in the morn-
ing, I’ll put the money under the pillow.”

Later the next morning, the son found $140 under the pillow. He called Grandpa and 
said, “I told you each pill was $40, not  $140. “I know,” said Grandpa. “The hundred 
is from Grandma! 

– Thanks to Mike Berecry for this contribution

Greens & Grounds Report

Thanks to our green keepers, Alan McFayden and Ron Kuziela and the volunteers, 
the greens have been running superbly through the first half of the Pennant sea-

son. This includes the croquet greens which have had some work carried out on them. 
One of the comments from a visiting bowler last Thursday was: “Gee, I wish I could 
play on greens like this every week.”

A Green will be available again at the end of the month after which C Green will be 
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taken out and, weather permitting, will be ready before winter sets in. Then D Green 
will be worked on through the non-pennant months.

I cannot thank the Thumbs Up Club enough for all the hard work they do week in 
week out. The grounds look great and comments from visitors bear testament to that. 
Also thanks to all the other volunteers that help out when needed.

 – Alan Rolls

PS: As a non-bowler, I do not understand what a good or a bad green is to play on 
but what I do understand is that to get the greens looking as good as they are takes 
a lot of time and effort. My comment as an outsider is that I get the greatest pleasure 
walking from my car and coming through the gate and seeing the lovely gardens and 
the very peaceful scene of the greens that look so welcoming. Thank you everyone. 
The visual pleasure reminds me of the green grass of Ireland, my birth country.

 – Mary Rolls

Men’s Selection Report

All members may be aware that next season the Association is changing the struc-
ture and format of the Pennant competition. The keys points of these changes are 

listed below thanks to the efforts of Neville Odell.

With these changes the opportunity for any of our teams achieving promotion or 
avoiding demotion has been diminished. Selection for the last third of the season will 
in some degree reflect these issues and the structure of next season although we will 
still take into account current performances.

Our Club fields four teams mid-week in Third division and three teams in the Saturday 
Third division competition and this division is the one mostly affected with no auto-
matic promotion and now the bottom four teams automatically demoted.

Mid-Week
All teams have experienced some success up to the end of round 12. At this stage 
only 3 Blue 2 and to a lesser extent 1 White have a chance of promotion, while un-
fortunately 3 Gold 4 seems certain of demotion and a couple of other teams are at 
great risk. Congratulations to the rink of Stan Brickell, Peter Farrell, Terry Parker and 
Harold Jahn in 5 Gold on achieving an 8 badge.

Saturday
Our teams are having more success in this competition with 1 Blue and 3 Blue on top. 
5 Blue and 2 Blue are also well positioned to make the finals. While 2 Gold, 3 Gold 2 
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and 3 Gold 3 are all at risk of being demoted.

Well done to the rink comprising Keith Tompkins, Barry Bradshaw, Colin Bangs and 
Phil Billich in 3 Blue who are undefeated after 13 rounds.

Brads Pots: Thursday Winners
Round 8:  Tom Dowling, John Hatt, Roger Haber and Derek Lay.
Round 9:  Tony Sabatino, Graeme Heard, Colin Stainsby and Denis Croker.
Round 10:  Stan Brickell, Mike Berecry, Rick Hillier and Mike McGeehan.
Round 11:  Bill Berry, Ron Magerl, Roger Haber and John Smith.

Brads Pots: Saturday Winners
Round 9:  Stuart Wright, Eddie Tassone, George Watson and Tony Bourne.
Round 10:  Stuart Wright, Eddie Tassone, George Watson and Tony Bourne
Round 11:  Tom Nasuti, Peter Snow, Dan Greig and Neville Odell.
Round 12:  Brian Collins, Brian Self, Col Cramond and Alan Anderson.

– Rob Tozer

Summary of Next Season’s Pennants 

For the past 20 years both the numbers of bowlers playing in the Pennants competi-
tion has seen declining. In the last seven years the Men’s and Women’s Pennant 

numbers have declined by 100 bowlers and  73 bowlers per year. 

The final proposed structure for 2017/18 aims to:
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Keep the traditional Pennant format for those that love the present competition. 
Lessen the number of games in the present competition to allow players flexibility 
to have weeks off during the year without leaving their club short of players and 
forfeiting. 
Introduce a new competition into the season to allow those players, who wish to 
keep playing, that opportunity. This will be called the Club Challenge Cup and is 
designed to add a faster paced format of the game in the form of triples and sets 
play while still playing as a club in a three rink per team competition

In 2017-2018 Men’s Saturday and Thursday and Women’s Tuesday Pennants will 
therefore become a 14 week season plus finals. This will take place along with the ad-
dition of a separate four week plus finals Club Challenge Cup competition. To get all 
colours in every division down to eight teams by 2017-2018 will require some revised 
promotions and demotions to achieve the numbers below.

The Men’s Saturday and Thursday Pennants will consist of
A Premier league
Four First Divisions  – two South and two North
Four Second Divisions  – two South and two North
Four Third Divisions – two South and two North
Six Fourth Division   – three South and three North
Six Fifth Divisions  – three South and three North
Six Sixth Division  – three South and three North

The Women’s Tuesday Pennants will consist of 
A Premier league
Four First Division   – two South and two North
Four Second Divisions  – two South and two North
Four Third Divisions  – two South and two North
Four Fourth Division – two South and two North

There is a 21 page document available setting out all the details. Please contact Neville 
Odell or Rob Tozer if you would like a copy.

Women’s Selection Report

With only four games left we have a few concerns for 1 Green north, 2 Green and 
3 Green. It’s ideal to finish 6th to save a play off between 7th and 8th position. 

This is to bring it into line for the new format for 2017-18 season, where there will be 
less Divisions in each colour. 

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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2 Blue is safe at this stage and Premier is tied with three other clubs so, hopefully, they 
can maintain their spot. 

It has been a very trying season with so many people pulling out and some on the long 
term sick list. I wish these people a speedy recovery and hope they are well enough to 
return next season. 

Pennant wind up will be held on the 5 April at Kingsway Bar and Bistro in Darch. It 
would be lovely to see our reserves and people on the sick list there. 

A big thank you to my committee who have helped me so much and to Pauline Marsden 
who has been a wonderful source of knowledge.

– Lorraine Hyde

Our Volunteers in Action

Our volunteers have, once again, been very 
busy. As always it is difficult to thank 

everyone in our Club who does voluntary work. 
Sometimes they get a mention in the Editor’s 
“Did you know” section and sometime they 
are acknowledged in the President’s “Brickbats and Bouquets”. 

I would however like to make a specific mention of the following volunteers:

The Thumbs Up gardeners and assistants have been doing various tasks to make 
our Club look great.  
You may have noticed the beautiful plant arrangements as you enter the Club which 
really looks great. Thanks to Ray Green who donated these creepers and Denis 
Croker who has volunteered to love and nurture these magnificent specimens.
Before Christmas our volunteers were very busy looking after social groups com-
ing to our Club showing them how to bowl etc. and enjoy our facilities. Since 
March 2016 up to December 2016 we have had something like thirty eight social 
groups coming to the Club for drinks and a game of bowls. Thank you to all the 
volunteers who looked after these visitors. 
We would also like to thank the volunteers who did umpiring duties for the State 
Singles and Pairs and other umpiring duties outside the Club. 
Thanks also go to those volunteers running and organising Community Bowls.
John Sturk also needs to be acknowledged as he is always prepared to fix urgent 
matters around the Club.
The “Sandwich Ladies” on both Men’s Pennant days and during the State events 
continue to produce thousands of delicious sandwiches .

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
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 A thumbs up to our roving “flash” photographer – Neville Odell who spends many 
hours sorting out photos for our newsletter .
 and finally a very large thumbs up to our Social Convenor – Jan Cook and her 
merry band of volunteers for her great entertainment events where the norm is now 
a “full house”.

Finally as Volunteer Co-ordinator I would like to ask that members let me know when 
they have volunteered so that I can record the number of hours worked. This informa-
tion is very useful when applying for grants or Club of the Year awards.

– Ken Giles

Undercover Synthetic Bowls Facility

In November 2016 Sorrento Bowling Club was awarded a $17 850 Sports Development 
Program grant to conduct a feasibility study to assess the viability of developing an 

undercover enclosed bowling facility on E-Green. This grant builds upon earlier work 
undertaken by a select group of members who felt a development of this nature, which 
would cost around $1.3 million, was worth further investigation.

A Balanced View Leisure Consultancy Services (ABV) has been commissioned to 
complete the investigation. If proved viable, the Club would need to apply for a CSRFF 
grant to obtain one third funding from each of the Department of Sport and Recreation 
and the City of Joondalup. Members would need to agree at a Special General Meeting 
(through a 75% majority) for the Club to proceed and provide the remaining one third 
funding from whatever sources are available (bank loan, soft loan, debentures, com-
mercial arrangements, chicken raffles etc).

Such a decision would represent a major investment by the Club and also present 
financial risk if it was to prove unsuccessful in operation. As a consequence, the first 
stage in the process (Feasibility Study) must be both impartial and thorough to ensure 
that members are completely informed before a decision is made (possibly at the next 
AGM).

If members do agree to such a proposal, it will then be necessary to determine funding 
options and gain CSRFF grant approval. This could take several years. To date ABV 
has:

Almost completed all background works including; demographics and bowls 
trends etc.
Confirmed the types of shade structures available and potentially suitable and 
are in process of obtaining indicative pricing.
Gained an understanding of any issues with City of Joondalup relating to lease 

•

•

•

•

•
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areas, potential to change boundaries etc if required (due to optimum size of 
green, shade structure location and potential shading issues for other greens), 
power availability to the site and potential impacts of any other possible develop-
ments at Percy Doyle reserve. 

Naturally there is much more to do, even to complete the feasibility study and certainly 
to arrive at a decision point for members to consider.

– Brian Lucas

“Joe and Barbara Stow Heart Foundation Day”

Once again we paid tribute to Joe and Barbara Stow who for many years were the 
stalwarts of our social bowls section. For newer members, who did not know Joe 

and Barbara, they ran the social bowls on a Friday and Sunday afternoon. Joe had the 
habit of giving people nick names and he in turn was known as “Fat Cat” – hence we 
have “Fat Cat’s Corner” where a number of their friends still enjoy a beer at every 
opportunity.

A few years ago it was decided that there would be a special day each year where we 
could acknowledge their contribution. No prize money is awarded on this day with the 
proceeds going to the Heart Foundation. This year we were able to donate $400 to this 
organisation. Thank you to all those you donated raffle prizes as this helped us achieve 
the target. Also thanks to Stan Wood and Barbara Spence who organised the event.

The winners on the day were Ian Marshall, Clair Hanlon, Peter Davies and Peter Irvine. 
Runners up were Monique Kopec, Ken Evans, Trevor Midgely and Nola Mullumby.

– Neville Odell

A Fair Deal

A retired older couple return to a Mercedes dealership where the salesman has just 
sold the car they were interested in to a beautiful, leggy, busty blonde in a mini 
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skirt and a halter top.

The old man was visibly upset. He spoke to the salesman sharply. “ Young man, I 
thought you said you would hold that car till we raised the  $55,000 asking price,” said 
the older man.  “Yet I just heard you closed the deal for $45,000 to the lovely young 
lady there. And if I remember right, you had insisted there was no way you could 
discount this model.”

The salesman took a deep breath, cleared his throat and reached for a large glass of 
water. “Well, what can I tell you? She had the cash ready, didn’t need any financing 
help, and, Sir, just look at her, how could I resist?” replied the grinning salesman 
sheepishly..

Just then the young woman approached the senior couple and gave the car keys to the 
old man. “There you go,” she said. “I told you I could get that idiot to lower the price. 
See you later, Dad, Happy Father’s Day.” 

– Thanks to Ray Stapledon for this story
 

Some “Brickbats and Bouquets”
Some more Bouquets (compliments)

A bouquet for Match Committee organiser, Gavan 
Ebsworth who, one Thursday, when there were an 
odd number of players, offered to go home so that 
the rest of us could enjoy a game of Pairs with no 
broken rinks.
Congratulations to Tim Murray on his appoint-
ment as Vice President of Bowls WA. 
Congratulations to Brian Lucas on his appointment 
to the Board of Bowls WA as head of Finance. 
Now we will  know where our capitation fees are 
going. Well done Lukey.
Well done Barbara Lorencs and Shelley Jeffs – Runners up in the Over 60’s State 
Pairs Championship – marvellous effort that.
Lighting Pairs Friday nights very popular.  Thanks Chris.
Fun Day on the Croquet courts Kerry was very happy.
Darts wind up – a great afternoon. 
Congratulations to all the bowlers who nominate for State events. The number of 
bowlers participating is very close to a club record. Unbelievable!!! 
A bouquet to our Office Manager, Pauline Marsden, for organising all the entries 
to these State events. 

•

•

•

•

•
•
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•

•
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Well done to all who were involved with the Ladies’ Gala Day. A great day was 
had by all. Fantastic effort and many thanks.
A special thank you to Jan Cook, our Events Coordinator, and her helpers for the 
excellent, varied and high quality events they have been arranging for members 
and their friends,
Thanks to Brian Self for doing the raffles and for his generous donations to the 
work of the Sponsorship Committee. 
A big thank you to all members who attended the half yearly Annual General 
meeting on Sunday 29 January 2017.
Well done to Keith Tompkins, Barry Bradshaw, Colin Bangs and Phil Billich play-
ing in Men’s Division 3 Blue on Saturdays who have a 12/12 win record to date.

Some more Brickbats (criticisms)
Brickbats for those members who criticise our volunteers. We need to remember 
that our volunteers are not employees. One volun-
teer was criticised for not spending enough hours 
on their “duties” while another was criticised for 
“rigging the draw” to favour himself.
Poor “JACK”. Did you know that “JACK” is scared 
of the dark and doesn’t like being alone. “JACK” 
is not happy being kept in lockers and bags. Can 
we all make “JACK” happy again by putting him 
back with his friends in the trolleys situated in the 
Match office.   “ HAPPY JACK”
Members are not washing their coffee cups after 
use. Ross Cunningham has asked that members wash, dry and put away the cups 
after use.
The definition of Rumour, “a rumour is information or a story that is passed from 
person to person but has not been proven to be true”. As President of this Club I 
will not tolerate any member spreading rumours about another member.  Rumours 
can lead to bullying, defamation, slander and harassment charges,  so before any 
member speaks make sure you know the true facts.

– Abba

Thanks to Frank Lilley

The Club’s Constitution and By-Laws are significant and important documents that 
guide the Club and set parameters around its operations. Our world has changed 

greatly over the 40 years since our Constitution was first written as has the level of 
legislation and regulation that we must comply with. Consequently our Constitution 
and By-Laws have needed amendment to meet these changing times. 

•

•

•
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What you may not know is that over the last six years Frank Lilley has produced more 
than 50 different versions of our Constitution and By-laws. Our thanks go to Frank for 
his dedicated and tireless efforts.

Thanks to Graeme Whitehorn

I would also like to say a big thank 
you to Graeme Whitehorn for his 

kind financial donation to the SBC. 
Graeme (Whitey) has been a member 
of the SBC for over 20 years and has 
coached many a successful bowler at 
our Club. 

He has helped out with many tasks 
and  he is always ready to put his hand 
up when assistance is required. He is 
currently Secretary of the Men’s Committee, a position he has held for quite a few 
years. 

To you Graeme and your lovely wife Veronica your kindness and generosity is very 
much appreciated

– Abba

Umpires’ Corner

The Laws of the Game and bowls etiquette are there to ensure sportsmanship, 
sociability and enjoyment of the game. We regularly see and hear of players who 

disregard some basic laws and etiquette of the game and there is a general feeling in 
the bowling community that these aspects of play have slipped in recent years. 

While bowls etiquette is generally separate to the laws of the game, there are a number 
of points of etiquette which are covered by the Laws and can be enforced by the umpire. 
Players need to be aware of the basic laws and etiquette of the game and observe them 
at all times. Some of the Laws and etiquette commonly ignored by players include:

Before the game
Be correctly attired and on time to commence play.
Mobile phones must be turned to silent (or vibrate) during a game unless for a 
pending emergency and permission has been obtained from the Umpire of the Day. 

•
•
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Mobile phones may only be used away from the greens and provided play is not 
disrupted or delayed.
When you play an opponent at home remember you are the host and must treat that 
player as a guest. Introduce yourself at the start of the game, shake hands and wish 
your opponent “good bowling”. 

During the game
Be courteous and sociable at all times and display a friendly manner.
Do not behave in such a way as to bring our game into disrepute.
Avoid gamesmanship as this is unsporting.
Commend a good bowl whether by your opponent or a team member.
Don’t step onto the mat and indicate which hand you intend playing. Wait for your 
Skip to indicate.
Do not walk past the last third on the mat until their bowl has come to rest or until 
they start walking. The rink belongs to the player on the mat until their bowl comes 
to rest and they are entitled to observe the tracking of their bowl as do others in the 
team. Note, you are not saving time walking early since the skips will not generally 
leave the head until the last bowl has come to rest.
Do not encroach on adjacent rinks and walk close to the centre line when changing 
ends to avoid distracting play on the adjacent rink.
Do not wander about the head when a player is about to deliver a bowl.
Stand well back and be quiet and still when other players are on the mat.
Everyone at the mat end shall assist in moving bowls after the end is declared. 
Scorers to register score first.
Place the Skipper’s bowl on the mat prior to change over.
Pick up the mat when your opponent has delivered the last bowl.
Take an interest in the game. Follow how the head is building up and be ready to 
bowl when it is your turn.
After you have delivered a bowl and before it has come to rest you have two options. 
If you want to follow your bowl’s progress down the green you must be behind the 
head when it stops. In other words you must beat it to the head without running. If 
you don’t go to the head you must be behind the mat as your bowl stops. 
Retire from the area when an umpire has been asked to measure.
Never applaud lucky bowls – accept them graciously and don’t “talk” to your op-
ponent’s bowls by telling them to miss, turn, slow down etc.
Don’t provide unnecessary or gratuitous comments such as “You are short again”. 
These are the biggest turn-offs in our game.

After the game
At the end of a game or after a dead end, bowls should be carried up the green, not 
bowled, particularly if another game is still in progress.

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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Invite your opponent to join you in a friendly drink after a game.
Always be gracious in defeat and humble in victory.
Don’t ear bash others with your past successes– no one cares.
Do not blame your Skipper or other team members.
Do not blame the green, the wind, your opponents luck, the umpire or the specta-
tors for your defeat.
Be the first to offer your hand in congratulations for a game well played.
Always thank your marker after a game of singles.

– Thanks to Neil McLaughlan and Jim Ironside 
who helped your Editor compile this list

Croquet Corner News
Successful Grant Application
Towards the end of 2016, the Croquet Section, as part of the Sorrento Bowling and 
Croquet Club, submitted an Application for a Grant from the City of Joondalup to 
try to promote the sport of croquet to a wider audience generally, but with particular 
emphasis on encouraging school-aged members to take up this mallet sport. We were 
successful in our bid and have contacted seven schools as a start to the program.  If 
any member has personal contacts with any schools in the area, please let the Croquet 
section members know – we need all the help we can get!!

Croquet Christmas function
This was held at the Club on 
Friday 2 December, and was a 
huge success with over 35 people 
attending. It was particularly good 
to see some of our past mem-
bers, social members and a few 
Bowling members joining us for 
the celebrations and enjoying the 
fun of the day. 

The meal was catered by Silver Fern Caterers and we thank Trish and Ross for another 
wonderful spread.  

As always, we offer a huge vote of thanks to everyone who contributed and helped on 
and before the day – their efforts are very much appreciated. We thank Pat Hobson, 
Glenda Laidler and Thora Lay for their work in setting and decorating the tables; and 
also, all the helpers who put the tables back in place after the event. Thora and Glenda 

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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were also responsible for organising 
and wrapping items that were donated 
for the raffles held on the day. The 
prize-winners were all drawn by Ashlea 
Armstrong – thank you, Ashlea!

To add to the fun, and to keep guests 
out of mischief, we organised some 
table quizzes with chockies awarded 
as prizes to the very smart people who 
got all the questions right. 

Some of the members were enjoying themselves so much that they stayed on for a light 
snack at the Club in the evening as well!

Competition News
Busselton Spring Tournament
Trish Klemp and Di McGivern represented Sorrento Croquet Club at this event held 
over the weekend of 26 and 27 November last year. They enjoyed the event, as usual, 
and managed to be runners-up in their section.

Gosnells Golf Croquet Competition
Terry Harvey and Kerry Bomford represented Sorrento Croquet Club at this event 
held on 11 December last year and, when they were drawn to play each other in the 
first game of the competition, they determined that it didn’t matter who won their 
game, as long as Sorrento was not at the bottom by the end of the day. With that mind 
set and determination, they went on to be placed second and third respectively.

For Terry to have won the competition, he needed to win his last game by 6 hoops but 
sadly did not achieve that margin; and was therefore pipped at the post by Peter James 
from Gosnells.  

State ‘C’ Grade Golf Croquet Singles
Harvey (Mack) Williamson was the only member from Sorrento Croquet Club to enter 
this competition, which was held on 4 and 5 February 2017 at East Fremantle Croquet 
Club. Mack gave it his all and there were some close games, but unfortunately, he did 
not make the top 3.  The experience was well worth entering into the competition.

Club Competitions
A “Master and Apprentice” Fun Competition was held on Saturday 19 November 
with the intention of encouraging our newer players to enter competitions. This was 
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achieved to some extent, but in order to even up the numbers, some of our relatively 
experienced players were required to play as “apprentices”. The pairs were randomly 
drawn from a pool of “Masters” and a pool of “Apprentices” (based on relative length 
of membership).  The final game was between Pat Hobson and Terry Harvey playing 
Judith Skeet and Di McGivern.  When the time was called, the game was drawn.  The 
winner is then determined by each player having one stroke to place their ball closest 
to the centre peg.  Di’s ball was closest after three of the four players had taken their 
shots, with only Judith to play.  Sadly, for Judith and Di, Judith’s ball hit Di’s ball away 
from the peg, leaving Terry’s ball to take the winning position!!  Oops!!  Trish Klemp 
was given special recognition for her efforts of playing with a non-player (the Carer of 
our new member Ashlea Armstrong) as her partner.

Club Championships
The remaining annual Championship competitions for 2016-2017 are to be held as 
follows:
 Sunday 26 February  Ricochet Doubles 
 Sunday 12  March  Golf Croquet Doubles
 Saturday 1 April   April Fool’s Day Comp

Club improvements
We are delighted with the recent provision of electrical power to the “Shaded Area” 
near our courts.  This will enable us to provide tea/coffee refreshments on site during 
competitions and at other similar events.  We thank the Club Executive and all those 
involved in making this improvement to the croquet facilities. 

Another major undertaking resulting in great improvement is the repair work being 
carried out on our Large Green that has been closed since the end of November last 
year and is due to re-open shortly.  The members of the Croquet Section acknowledge 
the work of Alan Rolls and his team for the professional work done to achieve this 
outcome.  The players are looking forward to using the large court again.

Association Croquet (AC)
David Ward entered the State AC Mixed Open Doubles recently, winning only one 
game as he kindly partnered an inexperienced “development” player.

David continues to offer his coaching services to members every Wednesday evening.  
He now has two squads in training.  The first squad completed six weeks of skills ses-
sions, focusing on mallet swing and single ball shots; and have now had three sessions 
on learning to play the game on court with coaching. These sessions will continue over 
February and March.
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The second squad has recently commenced 
the skills training sessions.  This group’s ses-
sions are held from 6pm to 7:30pm; followed 
by the first squad who play between 7:30pm 
and 8:30pm.

David may offer coaching to further groups 
in the future if member interest and demand 
warrants this.

– Kerry Bomford  and Di McGivern

Bowls Welfare Report 
It was a sad end to 2016 with Bob Waldram 
passing away on the 27 December and 
our deepest sympathy goes out to Sue 
and her family.
Darryl Rowland is doing well and played 
Pennants last week, well done Darryl.
Andre Pushong is doing well and is back 
playing Pennants, well done to you too 
Andre.
I met up with Nelly Heard at the “Half 
Year General Meeting” last month, she 
is doing pretty well. Graeme brings her 
to the Club each Friday and Sunday for a 
roll up and to meet up with friends. Good 
on you Nelly.
Sylvia and Neil McLaughlan are both do-
ing well and I see them both on Saturday 
mornings having a roll up, keep going 
you two.
Jean Middleditch is doing OK but is due 
for an operation in a couple of weeks and 
is looking forward to returning to bowls. 
We hope all goes well Jean.
I met up with Stan McCullagh at the 
Half Yearly General Meeting and, unfor-
tunately, he has a lung problem and is on 
oxygen. When he is feeling OK he comes 
for a roll up. All the best Stan.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Civilisation in 2016
WeLCoMe  to 2016 

our Phones – Wireless
Cooking – fireless
Cars – Keyless
food – fatless 
Tires – Tubeless
Dress – Sleeveless
Youth – Jobless
Leaders – Shameless
inebriation  – Motherless or 
legless
relationships – Meaningless
Attitudes – Careless
Babies – fatherless 
our coffee – Bottomless
feelings – Heartless
education – Valueless
Children  – Mannerless, 
thoughtless or useless
Country – Godless  
We are – SPeeCHLeSS,
Government is – CLueLeSS, 
And our Politicians are 
– WorTHLeSS! 
i’m  scared – Shitless

– Thanks to russ Lockwood 
for this contribution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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•
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•
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•
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Jackie Maxwell is very positive with her treatment and is back bowling. Well done 
Jackie.
A bit of bad news, May Leyland is now suffering from anxiety and is unable to 
drive which she is quite upset about. Bill is doing OK and is the family chauffeur 
at the moment. Not bad for a young 89 year old. Well done Bill.
I made contact with John Sanders who has recently had a double hernia operation. 
He is fine and hopes to be back playing bowls by the time you read this newsletter. 
Good on you John.
Sonia McGrady is recovering from a knee operation.  She isn’t feeling great as she 
has developed vertigo. Hope you feel better soon, Sonia, and that you will soon be 
back on the greens.

On behalf of all our members I wish you all the very best and hope you all get back to 
good health.

– John Murphy 

Tribute to Pat Sweeney 1925 - 2017

Patrick Sweeney first came into our life in Geraldton 
in 1969. He encouraged me to join the Geraldton 

Bowling Club where he was a member, which I was able 
to do in 1971. As it transpired Pat lived in the same street 
as my wife Veronica and me. Our friendship was re-
newed when Pat moved to Perth and joined the Sorrento 
Bowling Club in 1988.

It is rare to meet someone with the intellect, knowledge 
and perception of Pat Sweeney particularly in a person 
grounded in common decency, caring, respect, and humility, but that sums up the life 
of this wonderful man.

Pat was admitted to Sir Charles Gardner Hospital a couple of months ago and then 
transferred to Osborne Park Hospital. Veronica and I were privileged to visit Pat before 
he sadly passed away on 14 November 2016. He was also visited regularly by long time 
friends Bill and May Leyland and Danny Condon, Brian Lucas, Terry Smith and other 
members of the Club.

Pat was born in Subiaco on 6 August 1925, one of six children. Pat joined the West 
Australian Government Railways (WAGR) at the Midland workshops in the early 
years of World War II and trained as a mechanical fitter. He spent many years there 
before he became a Senior Mechanical Fitter at the Mullewa Railways Workshop and 

•

•

•
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subsequently transferred to Geraldton where he joined their bowling club.

Pat was a well-known railway man and union delegate with the Australian Workers 
Union.  One can only feel sorry for railway management as they tried to outwit this 
crafty and shrewd adversary. As a skilled negotiator, Pat would cleverly represent 
the interests of his railway mates, earning him great respect along the way. One oc-
casion, although he had railway management well and truly on the ropes, he relented 
his position allowing the trains to run. This was because it was the noble thing to do 
-– but management knew they owed him one.  One of Pat’s favourite saying “if there 
is anything I can do for you don’t mention it”.

Pat was a member of the Sorrento Bowling 
Club for 28 years. He played Pennants for 
many years before an ankle injury forced him 
out of bowls and he subsequently became a 
social member. As many members will ap-
preciate, particularly those who frequented 
Table 13 where he held court, Pat was a 
voracious reader with a passion for history, 
politics, and geography and of course reli-
gion. His breadth of knowledge of current 
affairs was truly amazing. His memory was infallible and he was a great raconteur. 
He took a deep interest in all things political and was a Ben Chifley (Australia’s 16th 
Prime Minister) era Labor man.

Pat was a very humble man and he was always careful not to initiate a debate. He 
however was in his element when he was able to enrich the conversation through his 
knowledge and astuteness. He had that gentle, affable, humorous and persuasive way 
of putting things, so articulate that he could recite poetry, verses from the bible, and 
quotes by people relevant to the discussion. Pat was always one to protect his beliefs 
and principles.

Pat was a very giving and compassionate person. Until recently he drove a St. Vincent 
de Paul van around the metropolitan area collecting goods from charity bins and 
returning them to the depot.

As an avid and resourceful traveller Pat would travel the world, including the most 
remote places, remembering every detail of the geography, history and culture of the 
places visited. Pat’s niece informed us that only a few years back he travelled to Pirot 
in Serbia to discover what had happened to his brother Frank who was killed in a 
Wellington bomber over Serbia during WWII. With the help of a Serbian Orthodox 
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priest, Pat and his family were able to visit the crash site and later travel to Belgrade 
to a war cemetery to kneel before a headstone with the reading “Airmen of the 1939-
1945 War Royal Air Force 3rd June 1944” which honoured the double grave of his 
brother and the plane’s Captain.

Terry Smith found the following passage, from Pat’s favourite politician Ben Chifley, 
that we think also sums up the spirit and persona of Patrick Sweeney:

 
“I try to think of the Labour movement, not as putting an extra sixpence into 
somebody’s pocket, or making somebody Prime Minister or Premier, but as a 
movement bringing something better to the people, better standards of living, 
greater happiness to the mass of the people. We have a great objective – the light 
on the hill – which we aim to reach by working the betterment of mankind not 
only here but anywhere we may give a helping hand. If it were not for that, the 
Labour movement would not be worth fighting for. If the movement can make 
someone more comfortable, give to some father or mother a greater feeling of 
security for their children, a feeling that if a depression comes there will be 
work, that the government is striving its hardest to do its best, then the Labour 
movement will be completely justified.”

Pat will be sadly missed but fondly remembered as one of the Club’s nicest and most 
charismatic characters. We are deeply saddened at his passing but acknowledge a long 
and fulfilling life and surely he will have a special place at the table of his Maker.

– Graeme Whitehorn

Deck the Halls

It was on again –  another great night of 
good food and entertainment brought to 

you by club promoter Jan Cook and her 
band of willing helpers.

Any excuse for a knees up. This time it 
was the Festive Season, yes Christmas and 
a complete sell out with 147 members and 
friends, some new faces too, so the good 
news is getting around.

Congratulations Silver Fern for catering to your usual high standards for what I think 
is our biggest attendance yet. The usual decorations and organisation set the scene so 
well. Good job team.
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Members 
and friends 

enjoying
our italian 
Night with 
Scott Vance
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Entertainment was provided by the pelvis gyrator Elvis Presley who after a few mike 
adjustments gave a good impersonation of this legend of our time. His interaction with 
the willing dancers got him into some minor problems later in the proceedings when a 
certain lady member entwined herself to and around him. When interviewed about the 
incident she totally blamed her red shoes. “They were out of control. They’ve skipped 
their last fandango!” She said. Love it when people let their hair down.

And next to take the stage was Rocking Ronnie. He soon picked up the vibe of the 
gathering and filled the floor with a combination of single, paired and grouped danc-
ers trying their best to shake it up and sometimes out with his renditions of songs we 
all love. (Who was the single young lady in green shorts who rocked all night long?)  A 
super job Ronnie and well done for partying on. Bet you’ll get another gig at Sorrento 
and don’t forget to bring those bigger than big glasses.
So once again thank you Jan Cook for organising another great entertainment pack-
age. Long may you reign?

– Tony Bourne

Nerrida Porteous

A while ago I asked Ross Porteous 
to let me have a few “Did you 

Knows” about Nerrida. As Editors of 
our newsletter we strive to maintain 
a balance between what we report on 
our men and our ladies.  

We therefore would like to thank Ross 
for this contribution which will help 
us to get to know one of our members 
a bit better and to find out “what tal-
ents they have been hiding under the 
proverbial bushel”. 

“Nerrida’s career was that of a chartered accountant and if anyone DOESN’T fit 
the stereotype of that which people think of chartered accountants, it is her.  Her 
quick wit and never ending supply of stories keep those around her amused and 
sometimes bewildered. However, her ability to think out of the square proved 
invaluable when faced with many a tricky tax problem and her ability was sought 
after. She used to pose this riddle: “What has John Howard, her husband Ross and 
her boss Graeme got in common?” 
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Answer:  “They all wanted her to work until she was 75!” But she didn’t.

After a couple of years of retirement Nerrida discovered lawn bowls. A makeshift 
rink had been erected at the Ellenbrook shops and passers-by were invited to 
“have a go”.  Two bowls later she was hooked and helped form the Valley Bowls 
Club where she was Vice President and in charge of all things social for two 
years. The Valley Bowls Club not only did not have greens of their own they did 
not have enough female bowlers to make up a team so Nerrida played as a “male”. 
The first year positions were rotated and she only got a few games but the second 
year she was a permanent member of the team that won the Pennant. 

Her reputation led her to be invited to join the Morley Bowling Club and play in 
their top team (as a female). After 12 months at Morley Nerrida decided to join the 
Match Committee to learn how games were organised and tournaments run. Two 
weeks into the new season the Match captain (also Ladies captain) resigned and 
Nerrida was catapulted up to those positions which she held for two years.

Nerrida was then invited to join North Beach Bowling Club to play in their Premier 
League. She saw it as an opportunity too good to miss and so began playing at 
that level.

As the season began the criteria for qualifying for the Australian Open were 
advertised and Nerrida asked Allan Jones (a young 30+ man who played for 
Valley Bowls Club) to be her partner in the Mixed Pairs.  He confided in her that 
if they got through qualifying successfully he actually couldn’t afford to go to 
Melbourne to compete.  Nerrida dismissed his concern saying “If we get through, 
I’ll shout you”. Well they got through and true to her word she booked flights and 
accommodation for herself, husband Ross and Allan.  

Then the Draw was posted and their first game opponents were Lief Selby (three 
World singles titles and former Australian No 1 player) and his partner. Allan 
was thrilled to have the opportunity to play against someone of Lief’s calibre but 
Nerrida’s reaction was “It’s a long and expensive trip for one game of bowls!”

However the intrepid Western Australian couple (magically 10 – zip up) beat Lief 
and went on to the Semi Finals where they were beaten by one shot on the last end 
and that was a measure.

Back home things didn’t work out at North Beach.  However Nerrida had met 
several of the Sorrento ladies playing Pennants and at gala days so she made 
contact with Wendy Saul who, along with everyone else welcomed her to this 
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Club. “It was the best thing EVER”, says Nerrida.  “I love the girls at Sorrento.  
(And the guys are pretty friendly too.  Ha Ha.)”

Probably one of the most exciting things was when Pauline Bourne and Nerrida 
joined forces to play at the Australian Open in 2015. They both had early success 
in the Singles and then together in the Pairs but the highlight was when they 
teamed up with two complete strangers from New Zealand – one of whom had 
only played bowls socially for 6 months and was at the Gold Coast to cheer on her 
boyfriend. “The Anzacs” as they were dubbed managed to get all the way to the 
semi-finals.  

Nerrida’s other bowling successes in the last two years have included: 
Semi-finalist State Fours (with Kathy Gobbart, Barbara Lorencs, and Pauline 
Bourne); 
Semi-finalist Mt Lawley Consistency Singles; quarter finalist Master’s 
Singles; 
Quarter finalist in Australian Open Over Sixties Pairs (with Pauline Bourne) 
and most recently semi-finalist in the State Pairs also with Pauline.

As stated Nerrida is married to long suffering bowls widower Ross who still plays 
at the Valley Bowls Club with occasional participation at salubrious Sorrento. 
Their daughter Sherrise lives in nearby City Beach with husband Karl and their 
three children while Nerrida and Ross’ son Brett and his wife Kylie reside in 
Sydney with their three children. As a consequence Nerrida manages to keep 
Qantas’ ticketing sales as healthy as she can.

Nerrida is a long standing member of Zonta International – a service club that oper-
ates in 35 countries around the world raising the status of women in health, educa-
tion, legal, and financial assistance. She is always busy organising fund raisers from 
fashion parades to Bunnings sausage sizzles to quiz nights.

Nerrida has served on the board of several organisations and is currently a member 
of the Finance Committee on the board of the Swan Valley Anglican Community 
School in Aveley”. 

 Memories from the Past

In the early 80’s when I was a young chick and crazy about bowls one of our more 
sedate ladies at our club admonished me for wearing “bobble socks”. She reported 

me to the then hierarchy, the dreaded WALBA. It was the days of double fronted pet-

•

•

•
•
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ticoats, dresses to way below the knees - all very sexy in a leghorn sort of way. I was 
duly slapped on the wrist and continued to play the game I adored. 

Our club was in the North West and we travelled to our nearest clubs by coach. Left at 
9.30am on a Saturday arrived at about noon, had a great country lunch, and then played 
25 ends of bowls. It was hot and thirsty work so naturally we imbibed. After a meal we 
set off back home, cartons of beer and wine aboard with us also!!! We danced in the 
isles all the way home. Bruised thighs next morning. 

Country week in 1986 saw a new challenge!!!! How good were we? A mob of us came 
down to Perth, we were so excited, paid our air fares, booked our hotel. Morning came 
and we all departed to different clubs. My team went to Claremont, we were amazed 
how OLD the other ladies were!! We thought we had it in the bag!!!  After a few ends 
of helping them up and down the bank it became quite clear we were no match to them 
in the bowling sense! They thrashed us. They were so lovely so encouraging and full 
of good ideas!
And here is the reason I am about to tell you about kissing kitty.  In the old lady’s words 
“place the kitty with the logo on top and then if a player kisses kitty you will know”.   

After many years go by I’m playing in a game at Sorrento and I share my kissing kitty 
story with a young buck, and he says to me “That’s a wonderful story -Wow I’ll be able 
to tell everyone what an old lady said to me !!!!!!!!!!” 

– Moira Dean

Bradshaw’s Revenge

After I picked up three shots – playing a different shot to what my Third Barry 
Bradshaw had asked me to play a couple of games ago – Barry decided it was 

time for revenge.

We were playing Mt. Lawley, away, and the scores were level as we began the last end. 
Phil Billich, my Lead, put two close bowls as is standard for Phil and Colin Bangs also 
put in a good close one and we were holding three shots. I asked Barry to put a bowl in 
about a metre or so wide of the kitty because that looked like where it could go if the 
opposition ran into Phil’s bowls.

Barry must have had his own ideas as he put his first bowl about a metre short and just 
inside the boundary. I thought “Bad luck Baz – the wind must have held it out”.  His 
second bowl was a metre further than I wanted but even further wide and unfortunately 
out of bounds.
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We were fortunately still three up and their Skipper was unlucky with his first bowl 
and went for a drive with his second scoring a direct hit. The kitty went straight to 
Barry’s strategically placed first bowl and stayed in bounds.

“See Skip, I know what I’m doing” joked Barry. We won the game and remained 
undefeated!

– Keith Tompkins – Skipper of the B Team: Billich, Bangs and Bradshaw 

Darts Club Report

The Sorrento Dart Club and in particular its First Division side has seen great 
success over many, many years. We are not sure of the exact year that this Grand 

Final winner’s photo was taken but sometime in the early 1990s. 

Sadly Des Bennett is no 
longer with us but his 
memory remains strong. 
Ray Beard now bowls at 
Safety Bay and Tony Kay 
at Yokine. Tony still plays 
darts in the First Division 
at Sorrento as does Keith 
Cooper, Brian Collins, 
Brian Lucas and Doug 
Lorencs (son of Barbara 
and Juris).

As you can see, having taken out the First Division flag for the past two years, age 
does not weary them.

Summer darts are drawing to a close and winter darts season is about to start – I hope 
everybody is now in training.

Sorrento has one summer side entered and that side is Sorrento Blue which is  cur-
rently sitting  equal 4th on the ladder. This is the same team that played in this division 
last year and unfortunately ended at the bottom in last summer season. So we must 
congratulate all the players on their improvement this year. Special congratulations to 
the three stand out players – Davindra Chavda, Stan James and Patrick James. 

We would also like to mention the rest of the team, Captain Kishore Dudhia and team  

Winners are Grinners
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members Mike Stanley, Stephen Lun, Ian Marshall and Fred Bayakly. As we all know 
it is the combined efforts of all players in the side that produce wins and not individu-
als .

The end of season trip to Collie is on the cards but Ian has had a little trouble contact-
ing relevant personnel from Collie. We will keep you updated

The AGM this year will be held at Sorrento Bowling Club on Thursday night 23 
February at 7 pm .Hope you can attend.

– Wayne Gray

Eating in the  Fifties and Sixties
Curry was a surname. 
A takeaway was a mathematical problem.  
All potato chips were plain; the only choice we had 
was whether to put the salt on or not. 
Rice was only eaten as a milk pudding.
Calamari was called squid and we used it as bait.
A Big Mac was what we wore when it rained.
Brown bread was something only poor people ate.
Oil was for lubricating, fat was for cooking.    
Tea was made in a teapot using tea leaves and never 
green.
Sugar enjoyed a good press in those days and was regarded as being white gold. 
Cubed sugar was regarded as posh.  
Fish didn’t have fingers in those days.  
Eating raw fish was called poverty, not sushi.
None of us had ever heard of yoghurt.
Healthy food consisted of anything edible.
People who didn’t peel potatoes were regarded as lazy.
Indian restaurants were only found in India.   
Seaweed was not a recognised food.
“Kebab” was not even a word, never mind a food.  
Prunes were medicinal.
Surprisingly, muesli was readily available, it was called “cattle feed”.
Water came out of the tap. If someone had suggested bottling it and charging more 
than petrol for it, they would have become a laughing stock!
But the things that we never ever had on our table were our “Elbows or Phones”.

– Thanks to Alan Rolls for this contribution
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“101 Excuses for Bad Bowls”
Blame the green: The green was too heavy/ too slow/too fast/too slick/ too wet/dry/
slow/fast/big/small. The green speed changed as the shadows fell on it. I told the green-
keeper to use the heavy roller, but he didn’t listen to me. The ditch was too wide. It was 
the first time I’d played that hand. At 3.29 pm the green slowed by 1.24 seconds. The 
green hadn’t been cut short enough and my finger nails kept scraping on the grass. My 
bowl stopped dead. The green needed cutting/rolling/watering. The pace of the green 
changed half way through the game. I don’t like playing on a carpet.

Blame the weather: The humidity put me off. The wind dropped. The wind made my 
bowl veer/ hang out/stop/speed up. The wind was a bit of a problem today. The wind 
funnelling through the windsock diverted my bowl as it slowed down. The wind got 
stronger. The wind sock was missing. The wind changed direction

Blame your health: I got a twinge of pain in the knee/wrist/ hip/ my backside. I ran 
out of “poof”. I had a sore hand. I had been ill. I had been to a funeral and I wasn’t in 
the mood for bowls. It just wasn’t my day/night.

Blame your bowls: My bowl hit a run/a bump/a worm cast/a leaf. The last bowl blocked 
my hole. I was playing with the wrong bowls. My bowls don’t like the wind. I’m still 
getting used to my new bowls. My bowl speeded up once it passed the jack. His bowls 
were heavier than mine. My bowls kept sticking to my fingers. My bowls don’t like 
Santa Anna grass. When I want my bowls to turn they don’t – when I don’t want them 
to turn they do.

Blame something else: Someone coughed /passed wind/ moved in the head/was in 
my line of sight. There was a bowl in my eye. The Skip was saving the right shot for 
himself. The Skip called me on the wrong hand. That Police helicopter put me off. 
My opponent bowled with “cheating bowls”. We were holding six and then the bugger 
wicked. My finger hooked in my sock on the way through. The flag was flapping. My 
husband was watching. I was playing well until my wife arrived. He had all the luck 
that was going. He bowled better than I did. The mat was slipping. We shouldn’t have 
stopped for lunch. They made me a Skip when I wanted to be a lead. They made me a 
Lead when I wanted to be a Skip. A fly flew into my mouth as I bowled.

Blame yourself: I flicked it. I twisted my wrist. I dropped it. I dumped it. I bumped 
it. I hit my leg. I forgot to concentrate. I had the wrong glasses on today. It was the 
first time I had a bowl in my hand this year. I should have declined that extra beer at 
tea-time. I went into automatic mode. That chilli sausage/fish/meat pie I had for lunch 
didn’t do me any good
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Excuses for Bad Bowls
I’ve never used excuses for bowls that go astray,
 I  blame myself for wayward bowls that spoil my SKIPPERS DAY. 
I will admit I try too hard – and I do lose self control,
 But now I’ve found the secret – it’s my stupid BLOODY BOWL. 

For on examination of my set of old “Drakes Pride”
 I’ve noticed something strange and odd which cannot be denied,
The bloody things are OVAL – not round as bowls should be,
 An’ fancy rings around the bowls are there for fools like me.

They cover up the fact they’re ‘crook’ – with colours red an’ blue, 
 An’ fancy decoration to make ‘em look like new. 
They give you tins of polish – an’ cloths to make ‘em shine,
 An’ hope you’ll never notice when your bowls go way off line.

Now how the Hell can someone send a bowl down straight an’ true ? 
 When the flamin’ things just wander off – an’ disappear from view. 
They bend because the ‘Makers’ are up to fancy tricks ,
 They’ve got a sort of bias  – for ‘Left Wing’ Poli-ticks.

I reckon that the Government should act and legislate,
 To take the bend from off our bowls – an’ make ’em all go straight. 
Just think of all the pleasure that bowling would bring back,
 With bowls of every bowler sittin’ tidy ’round the jack.

The Skipper would be happy, he wouldn’t  need to shout,
 He wouldn’t have to “rant an’ rave” an’ wave his arms about.
An the lovely lady bowlers – with bowls so straight and true,
 Would have more time to chat a bit, an’ do the things they do.

To sum it up I reckon that  Sir Francis Drake was right,
 If you want to win the battle you have to have a fight.
So no more weak excuses when your bowls just drift away,
 Just vote for “NO MORE BIAS” on next Election Day.

– From a “Skew Wiff” Bowler
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Travelling overseas or interstate? Whether it is by air, sea or land, Club 
sponsor Helloworld Balcatta (Northlands) asks that you give them the 
opportunity of presenting options and costings which quite often is of 
better value to what you find on the internet. Plus you will be supporting 
your Club sponsor and a local business

– rod Garnaut Managing Director

Call rod, Lyn Suzee or Lew on 08 
9345 2033 or e-mail 

northlands@helloworld.com.au for 
all your travel needs.

George (left) and rob (right) of 
the Glengarry TAB have again 
generously agreed to sponsor the 
Sorrento Bowling Club for the 
2016/2017 season.  Thanks fellas!

When redeeming your tickets, 
please make yourself known to 
George and rob, spend your 
free voucher, maybe have a small 
additional wager yourself (which 
would be appreciated by our 
sponsors) and good luck! 
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Letters to the Editor – “Have Your Say”
Are We A DiViDeD CLuB?
Here we are in 2017 and looking 
forward to the year ahead. We are so 
blessed to have such a great Club with 
amazing facilities. However, when 
chatting around it doesn’t seem that all 
our members are very happy and feel 
that we have a divided Club.

The reasons given for the unhappiness 
were selection issues and teams not 
mixing, thus making other members 
feel uncomfortable and unwelcome. 
After all, we are one Club and, once we 
get back into the Clubhouse, we should 
be united and happy to spend time with 
each other, regardless of what Division 
we play in.

Let’s all make a resolution to be a 
happy Club and accept the decision of 
the Selection Committee about where 
we should play.
– A Concerned Member

THe eLuSiVe BoTTLe of WiNe
When a member buys a raffle ticket for 
meat packs etc and they do not attend 
the Club at the time of the draw the 
prize is held for them. 

This is as it should be! However each 
Friday evening on CHASE THE 
JOKER after purchasing a star cost 
$5 should you be the ‘lucky one’ with 
your photograph on the back of the 
star of the person who has been chosen 
to pick the card, do not get too excited 
because if you are not in our Club at 

the time of the draw – you will forfeit 
the ELUSIVE BOTTLE OF WINE.

Quite pathetic since I attend the SBC 
almost every Friday, buy a star, spend 
money over the bar and quite often 
stay for a meal or snack, and the one 
Friday I was unable to attend I lost the 
ELUSIVE BOTTLE OF WINE.

Having one’s photograph on the back 
of a STAR (cost $5) was a great idea, 
but I will not be renewing mine!
– Annie T

SoMe NeW SCoreBoArDS?
Our score-boards are looking a bit old 
and tired! What about some new ones?
The photo alongside is of the score-
boards used by the Queenstown 
Bowling Club in New Zealand.

There is space 
at the top for 
Sponsor adver-
tising as well as 
a black board 
where the score 
after each end 
can be recorded 
with chalk  so 
that everyone 
can see what 
is happening 
with regards 
to numbers of 
ends won etc.
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Please support our Sponsors
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Tony Krsticevic MLA

www.tonykrsticevic.com.au

First Floor, “Quarter”
Suite 7, 473 Beach Road Duncraig WA 6023
P: 9246 1800  E: carine@mp.wa.gov.au 

It has been my privilege to be the Member for Carine 
since 2008.
I am available to help resolve any problems you may be 
experiencing with State or Local Government and listen 
to your views on local issues that need resolving.

appointment to chat with me.

I’m proud to support the Sorrento Bowling Club

Your State Member for Carine
Making a difference


